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Abstract—As a cutting-edge technique for denoising and feature
extraction, singular spectrum analysis (SSA) has been applied
successfully for feature mining in hyperspectral images (HSI).
However, when applying SSA for in situ feature extraction in
HSI, conventional pixel-based 1-D SSA fails to produce satisfac-
tory results, while the band-image-based 2D-SSA is also infeasible
especially for the popularly used line-scan mode. To tackle these
challenges, in this article, a novel 1.5D-SSA approach is proposed
for in situ spectral-spatial feature extraction in HSI, where pixels
from a small window are used as spatial information. For each
sequentially acquired pixel, similar pixels are located from a win-
dow centered at the pixel to form an extended trajectory matrix
for feature extraction. Classification results on two well-known
benchmark HSI datasets and an actual urban scene dataset have
demonstrated that the proposed 1.5D-SSA achieves the superior
performance compared with several state-of-the-art spectral and
spatial methods. In addition, the near real-time implementation in
aligning to the HSI acquisition process can meet the requirement
of online image analysis for more efficient feature extraction than
the conventional offline workflow.
Index Terms—Feature extraction, hyperspectral image (HSI),
near real-time, singular spectrum analysis (SSA), spectral-spatial.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE rapid development of the modern sensors and comput-ing technologies has put forward increasing demanding for
the effective and efficient analysis and interpretation of digital
images. In the electronics field, image processing and machine
vision techniques can help to interpret and analyze the target
images according to specific requirements. Therefore, these have
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been widely used in many application fields, such as medical,
remote sensing, transportation, and military.
In recent years, some novel and effective image processing
techniques have been proposed for different machine vision
applications. For instance, an efficient Cellular Learning Au-
tomata (CLA) has been used in channel assignment in cellular
networks and call admission control [1], image steganography
[2], and image encryption [3]. For real-time pedestrian detection,
a five-stage DSWTS technique is proposed to overcome the
shortcomings in the application of machine vision to identify
pedestrians, using a single CMOS camera [4]. In the remote
sensing domain, two statistics-based feature extraction methods,
the kurtosis wavelet energy (KWE), and the kurtosis curvelet
energy (KCE), have been used in SAR images as well as medical
images, which have been applied for effectively texture recog-
nition and image segmentation [5], [6]. In coastline detection,
some techniques are proposed to improve the detection accuracy
combining certain image features and mathematical approach,
based on different satellite data such as Sentinel-1 [7] and
multispectral images [8]. In [9], an improved parameter-free
method is used for Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar image
segmentation, which can improve both the performance and the
noise resistance compared with conventional methods.
In remote sensing image processing, feature extraction and
mining is of high importance for image analysis, especially for
hyperspectral image (HSI). Hyperspectral remote sensing is an
application based on the acquisition of multidimensional infor-
mation combining spatial and spectral content, thanks to hyper-
spectral devices such as the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer [10]. Compared with full-color and multispectral
remote sensing images, HSI contains rich spectral information,
which is related to the physical nature of the materials and can
be used to detect minor object differences in terms of moisture,
temperature, and chemical components [11]. However, due to
the intrinsic nature of HSI data, redundancy and noise are un-
avoidable during data acquisition, transmission, and processing,
which limits the benefits of the HSI technology [12], [13].
In order to overcome these shortcomings, efforts such as the
extraction of more effective features in both spatial and spectral
domains are suggested [14]. Some widely used spectral feature
extraction techniques such as the principal component analysis
(PCA) [11], [15] and singular spectrum analysis (SSA) [16], [17]
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can obtain effective spectral features in the transform domain.
SSA has demonstrated a good ability and effectiveness to extract
signal trend and remove high-frequency noise in HSI pixels, but
it ignores the spatial information from the hyperspectral cubes.
Because of the limitation of spectral feature extraction, as well
as the potential use of spatial information, some spatial process-
ing techniques have been proposed. One popular approach for
spatial feature extraction is based on the morphological profile
(MP), such as the extended attribute profiles (EAP) [18]. Gabor
features can represent spatial structures of different scales and
orientations in HSI [19]. The 2-D version of SSA (2D-SSA) [20],
[21] extract global spatial information for each band image, but
it could oversmooth the data and lead to a classification error. In
addition, there are some techniques that utilize spectral-spatial
information, such as edge-preserving filters (EPF) based meth-
ods [22], intrinsic image decomposition [23], extended random
walker [24], while belonging to shallow structural models.
Recently, deep learning has become a hot research topic in
image processing and is utilized for various applications, such
as change detection [25], image classification [26], [27], and
image segmentation [28]. With the network architectures, deep
learning techniques can extract deeper level and more abstract
features of the data, achieving more promising performance than
traditional models with shallower structures [29], [30]. Deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN) based methods usually
outperform other deep learning models due to its unique and
useful characteristics. CNN and its modifications have been
widely used for HSI spectral-spatial classification [31], [32],
and it can further combine with other techniques, such as MP
[33] and sparse representation [34] to improve the classification
performance. However, deep learning methods have numerous
training parameters and are mostly introduced as a black box. For
HSI applications, conventional approaches are still desirable due
to mainly the lack of insufficient training samples for training
the deep learning models.
Furthermore, due to the high dimensionality of HSI and
the large computational complexity of processing algorithms,
developing fast image processing techniques has become a pop-
ular research area. Previous research works, such as real-time
PCA [35], near real-time endmember [36], and real-time target
detection [37] have proposed different fast hyperspectral pro-
cessing techniques for various applications, based on the feature
extraction. Moreover, there are also some fast implementation
techniques proposed in the recent literature. In [38], the real-time
technique is applied for the detection of desired targets, which
can process pushbroom data on-the-fly, reducing the amount of
data to be stored and processed on-board. In [39], a low-power-
consumption but lossy compression solution is presented for
real-time hyperspectral imaging on-board compression, mainly
oriented to the application of smart farming. These online pro-
cessing techniques can effectively improve the efficiency.
In this article, a novel near real-time feature extraction strategy
based on the SSA method is introduced, combining with the
scanning manner of hyperspectral. This method can utilize the
local spatial-spectral feature of captured pixels, and is called
1.5D-SSA mainly because its processing mode is between SSA
and 2D-SSA. Unlike conventional SSA, the proposed method
is locally applied to small regions (defined by central pixel and
its neighborhood pixels), considering not only the rich spectral
information but also the local spatial content. In addition, we
applied this method for captured pixels in a local window during
the imaging process of HSI, so that pixels can be processed
online. However, it starts processing only if the captured pixels
are enough to form a small local region, thus it is a near real-time
mode. Compared with postprocessing methods, this method can
reduce the associated computational costs.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: The following
section introduces the related works. Our proposed method is
presented in Section III. Section IV assesses the performance of
the processing strategy through experimental analysis. Finally,
Section V concludes this article.
II. RELATED WORKS
This section is divided into two parts: First, two of the most
common acquisition paradigms in HSI are briefly explained, as
the real-time processing of the approach proposed in this article
is based on these paradigms. Second, the implementation of the
conventional SSA is recalled. This SSA implementation is for
performing feature extraction exclusively in the spectral domain,
but its principles are used in the proposed strategy.
A. Data Acquisition in HSI
Hyperspectral cubes in HSI present two spatial dimensions
along with a high-resolution spectral dimension. Therefore, HSI
acquisition requires scanning in the spectral or spatial domains
[40]. As a sequential data collection procedure, the scanning
techniques or paradigms obtain partial scenes in the spatial
domain along with their corresponding spectra to construct the
final image cube.
The two most common paradigms in scanning techniques
may be the whisk-broom and the push-broom scanning [35],
[41]. The whisk-broom scanning (also known as pixel scanning)
acquires HSI data pixelwise, while the push-broom scanning
(also known as line scanning), is able to collect several pixels
forming a row (or a column) in the spatial scene at the same
time. The proposed approaches can be easily implemented in
parallel with the two paradigms.
B. Conventional SSA
For a given 1-D signal x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ] ∈ RN and an
embedding window of size L, the original signal can be mapped
into a sequence of lagged vectors, i.e., the trajectory matrix X.
The matrix X has equal values along the antidiagonals, which
forms a Hankel matrix by definition.
Let us denote the Eigenvalues of XXT and their corresponding
Eigenvectors as (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λL) and (U1, U2, . . . , UL),
respectively. The trajectory matrix can be reconstructed as the
sum of several elementary matrices as follows:
X = X1 +X2 + · · ·+XL
(Xi =
√
λiUiVi
T , Vi = X
TUi/
√
λi) (1)
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed 1.5D-SSA method.
where Ui and Vi are the empirical orthogonal functions and
the principal components (PC) of the ith elementary matrix of
the trajectory matrix, respectively. After Eigenvalue grouping
(EVG), a subset of Xi is selected as an approximation to the
trajectory matrix X, which contains the main trend component
and eliminates the noise component.
The resulting matrices obtained by grouping are unnecessarily
the Hankel type matrix as the original trajectory matrix is. A
diagonal averaging is needed to average the antidiagonal values
in the matrix and project the matrices into the new 1-D signals,
a process known as Hankelisation as detailed in [42].
As suggested in [16] and [17], in most cases the first com-
ponent that corresponds to the maximum Eigenvalue can suf-
ficiently represent the original pixel. Therefore, in our experi-
ments (see Section IV), the SSA parameter for EVG is fixed to
1. To this end, the window size L becomes the only parameter
for configuring the conventional SSA.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, the novel 1.5D-SSA for near real-time process-
ing is introduced. This methodology can be easily explained
in two different parts: First, 1.5D-SSA is developed, where
conventional SSA is applied to a vector made of the concate-
nation of several pixels from local spatial neighborhoods in the
image. Second, the implementation of this 1.5D-SSA is adapted
for (near) real-time processing, according to two of the most
common acquisition paradigms in HSI, i.e., pixel scanning and
line scanning.
A. 1.5D-SSA
The conventional SSA method for the HSI data feature ex-
traction is applied on each pixel vector and exploits the spectral
content yet ignores any spatial information. For an efficient use
of spectral and local spatial information, the proposed 1.5D-SSA
method works in local spatial regions and uses the similarity
information from neighboring pixels. A schematic flowchart is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1, for each pixel, a small neighborhood
window (w × w) is selected from which pixels with highest
similarity to the central one are used to construct an extended
vector. The similarity measurement used here is the Euclidean
distance (ED). A subset (S) of highest similar pixels is selected
and sorted according to their ED values. Next, the central pixel
and the selected ones are arranged as 1-D vector following the
ED values order (smaller EDs go first), i.e., pixels with higher
similarity are closer to the central pixel. The pixels in window
which have the same ED values can be random arrangement.
Finally, conventional SSA is applied to this extended vector,
where those values in the vector range corresponding to the
central pixel are extracted as outcome. Applying this to all
the pixels, the original hypercube can be transformed to a new
hypercube with 1.5D-SSA pixels.
Compared to spectral pixel vector, the extended vector can
construct a new extend Hankel matrix, where the lagged vectors
contain not only continuous spectral information but also spatial
information of adjacent pixels. Such information is also added
to the covariance matrix in the SVD stage, the reconstructed
matrix subset can better represent the local features of the center
pixel, in other words, the spectral features and local similarity
features are concentrated on the central given pixel. Therefore,
this method combining Spectral and spatial information is ex-
pected to provide better feature extraction and classification
performance in HSI.
B. Near Real-Time Processing for 1.5D-SSA
According to the aforementioned proposed method, the al-
gorithm needs a local small neighborhood for each pixel under
processing to perform 1.5D-SSA. Therefore, when the number
of acquired pixels by the HSI device is enough to form a
small neighborhood (depends on the window size), the proposed
method starts to process the related central pixel. Due to the
difference in time between the pixel being acquired and the
pixel being processed, this processing can be considered near
real time. Fig. 2 demonstrates the processing flow of 1.5D-SSA
during HSI acquisition with a small neighborhood of 3 × 3.
Fig. 2 shows two processing flows for 1.5D-SSA correspond-
ing to pixel scanning and line scanning, respectively. For pixel
scanning, the HSI device collects a pixel at a time and the
proposed method starts processing a given pixel when there are
enough pixels to form, in this example, a 3 × 3 neighborhood.
Both pixel acquisition and pixel processing directions are the
same, with a fixed time lag between them. For line scanning,
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Fig. 2. Processing flow of 1.5D-SSA (3 × 3 window) during different HSI acquisition scanning techniques.
one row (or column) of pixels is collected at a time, and after
collection of, in this case three rows, the proposed method begins
to process a given pixel. In the line scanning paradigm, the speed
of pixel acquisition is faster than that of pixel processing, and
the time difference between acquisition and processing increases
gradually.
Note that in both pixel and line scanning, the edge pixels
of the images have not been processed during the collection
process, because the edge pixels have not neighborhood pixels
to form windows. These pixels can be processed separately by
SSA or 1.5D-SSA with pixel supplement after the completion
of collection. In addition, these pixels are also can be neglected
as the window size is too small compared with image size.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the effectiveness in feature extraction and
noise reduction of the proposed method is validated using two
benchmark HSI datasets, as well as one actual HSI dataset, in a
number of experiments, presenting results that demonstrate the
related benefits in the HSI pixel classification.
A. HSI Datasets and Experimental Settings
Two benchmark HSI datasets with available ground truth,
Indian Pines and Pavia University, are used in the experiments.
The Indian Pines dataset has a spatial size of 145 × 145 pixels
containing 220 contiguous spectral bands (normally reduced
to 200 to avoid noisy and water absorption bands) with a
wavelength range going from 400 to 2500 nm and including
16 land-cover classes in the ground truth. The second dataset,
Pavia University, has a spatial size of 610 × 340 pixels and 115
spectral bands (reduced to 103) across a range from 430 to 860
nm, with nine land-cover classes.
In addition, another actual HSI dataset, DFC2018 Houston,
is added in our experiment. This dataset was from 2018 IEEE
GRSS Data Fusion Contest, a real urban scene for classification.1
The dataset was acquired by the National Center for Airborne
Laser Mapping) sensor over the University of Houston campus
and its neighboring areas on Feb. 16, 2017 between 16:31 and
18:18 GMT, covering a spectral range of 380–1050 nm with
48 bands at a 1-m Ground Sample Distance. Considering the
1Online. [Available]: check http://hyperspectral.ee.uh.edu/?page_id=1075
efficiency and computational complexity, a subscene of 1000 ×
1000 pixels is used in our experiment, which contains 12 land-
cover classes in the associated ground-truth map.
HSI pixels classification is performed to evaluate the efficacy
of the proposed feature extraction method, as enhanced features
are expected to lead to higher classification accuracies. Support
vector machine (SVM) is usually selected as classifier in the
related literature, mainly because it presents high robustness
to the Hughes phenomenon [43], [44]. The SVM classifier is
implemented by the LIBSVM library [45], using a Gaussian
kernel with a fivefold cross validation. In order to train SVM
models, 10% randomly selected samples per class are taken as
training set, being the rest of samples used for testing. Three
commonly used performance metrics are utilized to evaluate the
proposed method: overall accuracy (OA), average accuracy, and
kappa coefficient, from classification tasks.
The different ground truth classes and the number of training
samples in each class for the two datasets are listed in Tables I–
III, respectively.
B. Parameters Analysis
The proposed 1.5D-SSA method is configured by three pa-
rameters. These are the neighborhood window size (w × w), the
embedding window L, and the number of similar pixels S used
to construct the extended vector. The effect of these parameters
in the HSI classification accuracies for both datasets are shown
in Fig. 3.
The embedding window L determines joint spectral-spatial
content of lagged vectors in trajectory matrix, as well as the
degree of decomposition. An appropriate L can effectively
separate useful spectral information from noisy content. The
experimental results show that a value of L = 20 seems to
provide the best performance, with smaller values leading to
worse classification accuracy, while larger values are not able to
improve it.
In addition, the two parameters, w and S together determine
the degree of extraction and use of similar information related
to the central pixel. The appropriate local region contains some
spectrally similar pixels [14], [46], which can provide some
spatial information, beneficial to the performance of our method.
The undertaken analysis demonstrates that window size is 5 × 5
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Fig. 3. Effect of the three configuration parameters of the proposed method in the classification OA for Indian Pines and Pavia University datasets. The fixed
parameters are (a) 5 × 5 and S = 25, (b) L = 15, S = w × w, and (c) 5 × 5 and L = 20, respectively.
TABLE I
INDIAN PINES DATASET INFORMATION
TABLE II
PAVIA UNIVERSITY DATASET INFORMATION
TABLE III
DFC2018 HOUSTON DATASET INFORMATION
and S= 15 lead to the best results. Note that the parameters anal-
ysis implements based on two benchmark HSI datasets, and the
obtained optimal parameters also achieve the best performance
on the actual dataset by postvalidation.
C. Results in Feature Extraction and Denoising
Similar to SSA, the proposed 1.5D-SSA can extract main
trend of the target pixel while suppressing the noisy content, but
the preserved spectral features are different. In Fig. 4, an original
pixel from the Indian Pines dataset as example is shown and
compared with the reconstructed versions using conventional
SSA (L = 10 and 20) and proposed 1.5D-SSA (L = 10), the
EVG are all fixed at once.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, conventional SSA preserves only
the general trend of the pixel and ignores the higher frequency
peaks of the spectral profile. Therefore, conventional SSA can
fail to preserve detailed information, which may be useful in
distinguishing the spectra between different land-cover classes.
Moreover, a strong smoothing effect may lead to the confusion of
pixels corresponding to different land-cover classes. In contrast,
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Fig. 4. Original and reconstructed pixel (by SSA and the proposed 1.5D-SSA,
respectively) from the Indian Pines dataset.
the proposed method is able to avoid these problems, as it can
smooth the fluctuation of spectral curves at a higher frequency
peaks, eliminating the influence of noise and extracting im-
proved spectral features.
D. Results in Classification
In this section, the classification results of the proposed
method on two datasets are evaluated and compared with the
raw data and seven other features extracted from the PCA,
conventional SSA, EAP, Gabor filtering, EPF, and two deep
learning methods, i.e., CNN and spectral-spatial residual net-
work (SSRN) [47].
In PCA, the first three PCs are used as features for data
classification. For the conventional SSA, the window size L
is selected as 10, and the EVG is fixed to 1. As for the EAP
method, it is constructed using threshold values in the range
from 2.5% to 10% with respect to the mean of the individual
features and with a step of 2.5% for the standard deviation
attribute. The thresholds of 200, 500, and 1000 were chosen
for the area attribute [48]. The Gabor filtering has three scales
and eight orientations, and the 2-D Gabor filters are applied
on the first three PCs of the original HSI. With EPF to extract
probabilistic features and the SVM classifier for data classifica-
tion, EPF can improve the classification accuracy in comparison
with conventional feature extraction methods, its corresponding
parameters, i.e., the filtering size and blur degree are fixed as
δs = 3, δr = 0.2, r = 3, and ∈= 0.01 as suggested in [49]. With
a patch-based architecture, the CNN model in [50] is for the
extraction of local spectral-spatial features, followed by a SVM
classifier for data classification, thus it is namely CNN-SVM.
In the CNN architecture [50], for each pixel, a 9 × 9 × B
3-D neighborhood is selected and fed into a pretrained network,
where B is the number of bands in the HSI. This ends up with
a feature vector associated with the central pixel. Because of
its similar processing manner to our method, we choose it for
comparison. For SSRN, one 3-D convolution and another 2-D
convolution are employed to extract the spectral features and
spatial features in a cascade manner, respectively, which is also
quite similar to the way we adopted. The parameters of SSRN
are set according to the original article [47]. In our proposed
approach, the parameters include a neighborhood window size
of 5 × 5, L = 20, and S = 15. In relation to the SVM classifier,
the parameters C and γ of the Gaussian kernel are optimally
determined via a fivefold cross validation as 1000 and 0.125 for
both the Indian Pines and Pavia University datasets, or 100 and
0.125 for the DFC2018 Houston dataset.
Tables IV–VI show that the proposed method obtains the best
performance in almost all land-cover classes compared to other
similar approaches. In general, PCA has quite poor performance
as it is quite noise-sensitive. The conventional SSA improves the
classification accuracy on the Indian Pines dataset, yet it achieves
a low accuracy on the Pavia University dataset, probably because
the reconstructed pixels are excessively smooth so that they are
misclassified. The other two methods, EAP and Gabor, achieve
good classification accuracy from the derived spectral-spatial
features. EPF uses the single scale EPF only can extract limited
spatial features, leading to the general classification accuracy.
CNN uses a multilayer structure to make full use of local
spatial and spectral information and achieve a better accuracy.
Not surprisingly, SSRN has the best classification results on
all datasets. Our 1.5D-SSA achieves the higher accuracy than
all methods except SSRN in most of the land-cover classes,
showing a great improvement in HSI classification especially
compared with the conventional SSA. In addition, the spectral
and local spatial features extracted by our method are com-
parable and superior to those mined by CNN with a shallow
structure.
For the DFC2018 Houston dataset, the classification becomes
challenging due to similar urban scenes in the hypercube. First,
both PCA and conventional SSA have difficulties in classifying
roads and parking lots, where the classification accuracy for
these classes is 0. The task of identifying and separating between
roads, sidewalks, major thoroughfares proved very difficult,
unpaved parking lots and cars are completely missed, even for
the CNN base classifier [51]. PCA has less spectral information.
And in the first three PCs, the spatial information of some fine or
strip-shaped features such as Sidewalks, parking lots and Cars,
is very similar to buildings which are over a large area, and it is
easy to be misclassified. While SSA retains the trend, but ignores
some identifying information in spectral profiles of the ground
features. In addition, the limited sample size of some ground
features also leads to classification errors. It can be learned that
SSA has difficulty in distinguishing similar features. With spatial
features used, EAP, Gabor, and EPF have produced improved
classification results, though the improvement is still limited.
In the deep learning methods, CNN with shallow structures
can achieve good but limited results, SSRN achieves the best
accuracy due to the high capacity of deep feature extraction.
Our proposed method has obtained better classification results
compared with conventional methods, especially in effectively
distinguishing different impervious surfaces, such as buildings,
parking lots, and even cars.
Figs. 5–7 show the visual maps of the classification results
obtained by different methods on the three datasets. As seen,
the results from the raw data, PCA, and conventional SSA
contain many misclassified pixels within the different land-cover
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TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (%) FOR THE INDIAN PINES DATASET
TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (%) FOR THE PAVIA UNIVERSITY DATASET
regions. These can be easily found among the adjacent land-
cover regions, such as the road and buildings in the DFC2018
Houston dataset. This validates the limited performance when
using only the spectral features in the HSI data classification.
For EAP and Gabor, the misclassified pixels are greatly re-
duced, especially for large objects, thanks to the use of the
spatial information. However, because of the effect of spatial
feature extraction scale, some small land-covers adjacent to large
land-cover regions can still be easily misclassified. EPF can
further reduce misclassification inside land-covers, while lump
or strip misclassification due to single spatial features still exists.
For CNN, its patch-based feature extraction manner causes the
blurring of the edges, leading to classification errors, while
SSRN can well preserve the boundaries of different land-covers.
Our method can also effectively solve the above problems in
the HSI classification, where various impervious surfaces and
vegetation can be correctly distinguished while well preserving
the boundary between different land-cover regions.
E. Evaluation Under Different Classifiers
Although the SVM classifier is utilized for the data classifica-
tion in our experiments, we can certainly use other classifiers
for classifying the features extracted by using the proposed
1.5D-SSA model. To verify the efficacy of the extracted features
from the proposed model, another two widely used classifiers,
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TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (%) FOR THE DFC2018 HOUSTON DATASET
Fig. 5. (a) False color image of Indian Pines. (b) Ground truth image. (c) SVM.
(d) PCA. (e) SSA. (f) EAP. (g) Gabor. (h) EPF. (i) CNN-SVM. (j) SSRN. (k)
1.5D-SSA.
the multinomial logistic regression (MLR) [52] and sparse rep-
resentation classifier (SRC) [53] are also used for comparison.
With default parameter settings as suggested in [52] and [53],
the classification results from these two classifiers and SVM are
produced for comparison, where three types of features are used,
including the raw data, CNN features (i.e., the spectral-spatial
features in the CNN-SVM method), and our proposed 1.5D-SSA
features. The results from the three datasets are summarized in
Table VII for comparison.
As seen in Table VII, in comparison to the raw data in HSI,
the extracted 1.5D-SSA features have significantly improved the
classification accuracy with all the three classifiers, in which the
1.5D-SSA features seem to be superior than the CNN features.
As for different classifiers, the results from the MLR and SRC
are inferior to those from the SVM, which indicates the strong
capacity of the SVM with the RBF kernel in classifying the
Fig. 6. (a) False color image of Pavia University. (b) Ground truth image.
(c) SVM. (d) PCA. (e) SSA. (f) EAP. (g) Gabor. (h) EPF. (i) CNN-SVM.
(j) SSRN. (k) 1.5D-SSA.
HSI data. For a weak classifier such as MLR, the classification
accuracy has been improved with the largest scale when the
raw data are replaced by the 1.5D-SSA features. Specifically,
the OA has increased by about 25% for Indian Pines, 10%
for Pavia University, and 15% for the DEC2018 datasets. In
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Fig. 7. (a) False color image of DFC2018 Houston. (b) Ground truth image. (c) SVM. (d) PCA. (e) SSA. (f) EAP. (g) Gabor. (h) EPF. (i) CNN-SVM. (j) SSRN.
(k) 1.5D-SSA.
TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (%) WITH DIFFERENT FEATURES USING THE MLR, SRC, AND SVM CLASSIFIERS ON THE THREE
DATASETS (ABOUT 10% TRAINING SAMPLES PER CLASS)
addition, the improvement of OA on SRC from raw data to
the proposed 1.5D-SSA features is also higher than the SVM
classifier. Considering the limited generalization capacity of
these two classifiers, the significant improvements of OA can
be mainly attributed to the enhanced discrimination ability of
the extracted 1.5D-SSA features.
F. Simulation Analysis of Near Real Time
Compared with conventional SSA, the offline computation
time (running time for performing the feature extraction after
acquisition) of 1.5D-SSA is obviously longer on account of the
extraction of local spatial information. However, the proposed
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Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of execution time on one pixel between 1.5D-SSA online time, SSA, and 1.5D-SSA offline time. (b) Delay time of pixel processing
compared with pixel acquisition.
near real-time procedure is an online processing form, which
can be expected to save the time cost of postprocessing.
First, we compare the time cost of offline processing with
online processing, taking the whisk-broom scanning as an ex-
ample. Assuming that the time for collecting one pixel of the
hyperspectral device and processing on one pixel of 1.5D-SSA
are t1 and t2, respectively, and the size of HSI image is m × n.
The offline computation time is T1
T1 = (m× n) · (t1 + t2). (2)
While for the online computation time T2 as follows:
T2 =
⎧
⎨
⎩
(m× n) · t1+(m−w+1)× (n−w+1) · (t2−t1), t2 > t1
(m× n) · t1+ [m× n− (m−w)× (n−w)] · t2, t2 = t1
(m× n) · t1, t2 < t1
(3)
where w is the window size. In (3), we give three calculations of
T2, considering the difference in t1 and t2. Obviously, the time T2
for the near real-time procedure is smaller than postprocessing
time T1.
Take t1 = t2 as an example, results from two simulation
experiments based on the Indian Pines dataset are given in Fig. 8,
which shows a comparison of the online and offline time in
processing one pixel, as well as the delay time in comparison
to data acquisition. Fig. 8(a) shows the execution time on one
pixel of three processing: SSA offline, 1.5D-SSA offline, and
1.5D-SSA online (average time per pixel based on T2) for each
of ten experiments. As can be seen, the proposed near real-time
method can save the computation time and improve processing
efficiency compared to offline method.
In addition, the delay time of pixel processing compared
with pixel acquisition is shown in Fig. 8(b). The delay time
increases linearly in the stage that captured pixels cannot form
a neighborhood, due to the pixels are only collected without
processing. After 1.5D-SSA starts processing, the delay time
increases slowly: 1) the delay time remains the same for a
short period of time (such as red line from 585 to 725 pixels
in expanded graph), because the acquisition and processing of
a certain number of pixels (140 in this experiment) are simulta-
neous; 2) a small linear time increase (such as in 725 and 870
pixels in expanded graph) occurs when collecting the next row
of pixels, as the first w (5 in this experiment) pixels on next row
take time to be collected to form a neighborhood. As shown in
Fig. 8(b), the overall delay time is 5.41 s for a size of 145 × 145
× 200 HSI data. There is no doubt that the proposed method is
near real time.
V. CONCLUSION
In the domain of image processing and machine vision, feature
extraction is one of the important research, especially for the HSI
in remote sensing. Comprehensive utilization of spectral and
spatial information is essential for feature extraction in HSI.
Conventional SSA has shown good performance for feature
extraction and denoising in the HSI data. Based on SSA, a novel
1.5D-SSA method is proposed, which can exploit not only the
spectral content but also local spatial information in this article.
In order to exploit the spatial content, a small neighborhood is
chosen for each pixel, and a given number of similar pixels
are rearranged together into an extended vector, where SSA
is applied. By this implementation, visual inspection of the
reconstructed pixels seems to indicate that they are able to
preserve detailed features. Moreover, based on two of the most
common acquisition paradigms in HSI devices: pixel and line
scanning, a near real-time implementation strategy is further
developed, meeting the requirement of online image analysis
and reducing the higher computation time.
Classification results on two benchmark datasets and one
actual dataset show that the proposed method has a higher
classification accuracy, using the SVM classifier for perfor-
mance evaluation. Meanwhile, the simulated analysis and results
demonstrate that the near real-time strategy improves efficacy
in feature extraction.
In addition, considering that the KWE and the KCE have good
performance for texture recognition and image segmentation in
the synthetic aperture radar (SAR), these can be investigated
in the future for more effective feature extraction and data
classification in HSI.
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